INSTRUCTIONS: ACCESSING THE AUGMENTED REALITY COMPONENT OF SHIFTING SKIN

Overview: install the HP Reveal app to your mobile device; follow the ‘Shifting Skin’ channel to connect with the AR content; point the camera at the print to trigger the AR overlay. Move about to explore the virtual terrain protruding from the print.

NOTE: the AR overlay will also work by pointing your mobile device at a screen version of the trigger image.
● Install the HP Reveal application on your mobile device (mobile phone, iPad or tablet) from the Apple App Store or Android Google Play. You should not have to create an account in order to view content on your device.

● Open the HP Reveal app on the mobile device then click on the magnifying glass search button at the bottom of the screen.

● From the ‘Explore’ window, click the magnifying glass icon again again to search for the ‘Shifting Skin’ channel.
● In the ‘Search’ window, select the CHANNELS tab and search for ‘Shifting Skin’

● Select ‘Shifting Skin’ by Alison Bennett

● ‘FOLLOW’ the ‘Shifting Skin’ channel in order to connect your device with the AR content
- Return to the main AR viewfind by clicking on the square frame icon in the centre of the lower icon bar.
- The screen will then show the view through the camera with a pulsating ring of circles.

- Point the device camera at the Shifting Skin image. Ideally, position the image to fit just within the viewfinder frame. The AR overlay will download to the mobile device and appear to be attached to the physical 2D print.